Words of Aspiration for the Rebirth of Bardor Tulku Rinpoche

NAMO PADMĀKARAYE!

KU ZHI DAK NYI TŌN PA CHOM DEN DE
Our teacher, the Bhagavān, who embodies the four kāyas;

ZAB ZHI TRO DREL TEN PA DAM PA’I CHŎ
His teaching, holy dharma, profound peace beyond embellishment;

RIK DROL GYE DEN TEN DZIN GE DŬN DE
Its holders, the sangha, who possess eightfold knowledge and freedom:

LU ME KYAB NE DAM PE GE LEK TSOL
Infallible, holy sources of refuge, bestow goodness!

TŌN PA’I DUNG TSOB ZAB SANG NYING PO’I DZŎ
Our teacher’s scion, a treasury of the profound secret essence,

DA ME DOR JE KU NYE KHOR LO GYUR
You are a chakravartin among all who’ve achieved the immortal vajra body

DU MA RO CHIK TSEN GYE NGE PAR TŌN
The single taste of diversity, you definitely display eight names.
Ö GYEN TSO KYE GYAL WAY TAK TU KYONG
Lake-born victor of Uddiyana: always protect us!

HLO LING KHYÖN KÜN KHYAB PA’I ZAB TER KÜN
All the profound terma throughout this southern continent is found by

TRUL PA’I TER CHEN TER DAK TSO DANG KHOR’
Emanated great tertöns and terma heirs, principals and entourages.

DU MA’I JE DRAK GU RU’I TRIN LE PA
Among them, you perform Guru Rinpoche’s activity

TER CHEN BAR WAY DOR JE NYUR JÖN SÖL
Terchen Barway Dorje, I pray that you return to us quickly!

KÖN CHOK TSA SUM GYA TSO JIN LAB DANG
Through the blessings of the ocean of the three jewels and roots;

DAK GI HLAK SEM DAK PA’I DEN PA’I TOB
The powerful truth of my pure, good intentions;

CHÖ NYI LU WA ME PA’I NÜ TU YI
And the infallible might of dharmata
I was asked to write these words of aspiration for the rebirth of Bardor Tulku Rinpoche by his consort Chötso and various khenpos, lamas, monks, and disciples. I also have a profound connection with him through both dharma and samaya. On that pure basis, may these words of aspiration prove fruitful! May the terma dharma of his predecessors, the successive rebirths of Terchen Barway Dorje, flourish and long remain for the good of the teachings and beings! I pray that the ocean of the three jewels and three roots bestow auspiciousness!

This aspiration was made by Kenting Tai Situpa at my seat in India, Palpung Sherab Nampar Gyalway Ling, on April 9, 2021.